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Abstract
Generating new business concepts is an important part of founding new start-ups as well as innovation in existing companies. Weidentify rising and falling trends in different domains, via topic modelling of text data published over time. Topic modelling is animportant tool to classify and cluster documents. Based on the top2vec method, which uses common embeddings of documents andwords to not only find but also describe clusters, we have implemented an incremental variant, tracing of growth and decline of theseclusters over time. Identification of these trends over large text data collections enables a decision support for innovators, by identifyingrising trends, and declining opportunities in different domains. The method was tested and evaluated on the example of arXiv articles.Visualizations of the clusters and descriptions serve to provide people with an interface to identify the trends. In the future, this methodcan build a foundation of decision support systems that generate innovation ideas based on upcoming trends in research.
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1. Introduction

We model the rise and decline of topics over time, minedfrom large scopuses of text documents. Our work is basedon the top2vec (Angelov, 2020) method, which enablesclustering of text bodies into topics.
The change over time of the topics occurring in textdocuments reflects the trends developing in society or sci-ence, depending on the scopus under analysis. The iden-tification of topics and trends is not possible, or only pos-sible with enormous effort for humans, due to the largeamounts of available data. To identify topics and tracetheir development over time, algorithms must be used foranalysis, and appropriate visualizations must be createdto support decision making by stakeholders.

The aim of this work is to develop a suitable method toidentify trends in the change of topics and to present themby means of visualizations. Figure 1 shows the currentstate of the art (top) with an added trend analysis (bottom).The goal being the support of innovation managementto either propose interesting Startup ideas in topics thatare on the rise, or to penetrate larger markets with newproducts of companies. The use of artificial intelligence tosupport expert decisions in this area is an up-and-comingtrend in research (Mühlroth, 2020; Nazemi et al., 2022).Over the next sections, we present a summary of thetop2vec algorithm in section 2, as well a comparison torelated work in this domain in section 3. In section 4 weshow the extension of top2vec to enable analysis of trendsover time. We then present preliminary results in section 5,
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Figure 1. Topic modelling (top) with trend analysis (bottom).

including visualizations via different information graph-ics, such as bubble charts of projections of the documentrepresentations or Sankey diagram. Finally in section 6we summarize our findings and outline future work.
2. Background

We base our work on top2vec (Angelov, 2020), a novel al-gorithm for mining topics via mining documents. Thetop2vec algorithm has multiple advantages over compa-rable algorithms in the domain, such as Latent DirichletAllocation (LDA) (Blei et al., 2003) or Probabilistic LatentSemantic Analysis (PLSA) (Hofmann, 1999). In the origi-nal publication, Angelov shows that top2vec finds topicsthat are more informative and understandable than LDAor PLSA. In addition the top2vec algorithm automaticallydetects the number of topics.
top2vec achieves these results by taking into consider-ation the ordering and semantics of words, thus not re-moving stop words, or applying generic preprocessing

usual in text mining and clustering such as stemming orlemmatization. Instead top2vec uses the doc2vec (Le andMikolov, 2014) algorithm to featurize documents into vec-tors, which in turn is based on word2vec (Mikolov et al.,2013).
After featurization, the document vectors are reduced indimension via Uniform Manifold Approximation and Pro-jection for Dimension Reduction (UMAP) (McInnes et al.,2018). After this dimension reduction, the documents areclustered via Hierarchical Density-Based Spatial Cluster-ing of Applications with Noise (HDBSCAN) (Campello et al.,2013).
After the clustering process has finished, the centroidsof the topics are calculated, vectorized and then dedupli-cated to remove overly similar topics. Finally, the mostrelevant words for each topic are selected and documentsare assigned to a topic.
This process allows top2vec to cluster semantically re-lated documents into larger clusters, while also automati-cally selecting the amount of clusters via HDBSCAN (An-
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gelov, 2020).What top2vec does not support is the modification orfiltering of the source data, which is necessary to extendthe process of identifying topics, to identifying trends intopics. We extend top2vec into an incremental version byadding an option to add additional documents, as well asfiltering and recalculating the topics based on time con-straints.
3. Related Work

The discussion of the related work serves to answer twoquestions. First why we base our approach of top2vec andnot another topic mining algorithm. Second to compareto other approaches for identifying trends.Topic retrieval in text documents is an extensively stud-ied subfield of NLP with many established methods suchas Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) (Blei et al., 2003) andnewer approaches such as (Angelov, 2020), (Grootendorst,2020). The newer approaches use text representations viaword and document embeddings (Mikolov et al., 2013),(Pennington et al., 2014), (Le and Mikolov, 2014) and (De-vlin et al., 2018). A good overview of applications of theLDA process is provided by (Jelodar et al., 2019). top2vec isalready shown to outperform these methods in (Angelov,2020).Another comparable approach to top2vec is BERTopic(Grootendorst, 2020). BERTopic is rather similar totop2vec, and primarily differs in the use of TermFrequency - Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF)(Joachims, 1996) as embedding. Instead of assuming thatdocuments generally lie around a centroid concerningtheir words, BERTopic attempts to categorize the wordsand use their assigned classes in TF-IDF. In the publica-tion BERTopic is shown to outperform top2vec on miningtopics. The primary reason we do not use BERTopic, isthe capability of doc2vec to add additional data after initialembedding to the embedding model.(Egger and Yu, 2022) gives an additional comparison oftopic modelling algorithms including BERTopic, Top2Vev,LDA and non-negative matrix factorization (NFM) (Hoyer,2004). They analyze these algorithms on a dataset of twit-ter posts. In this use case they show that BERTopic alsooutperforms top2vec, and give an overview of advantagesand disadvantages of the approaches. They explicitly notethat top2vec works on larger datasets and that BERTopichas the disadvantage of only assigning a single topic toeach document, which often is not the case. This singlelabel may also be the reason why BERTopic does not resultin as many topics, and topics being less similar in appear-ance than top2vec tends to generate. As we work on thearXiv dataset top2vec is better suited to our approach.To be able to interpret the topics, visualizations of theresults of these methods are important. A basic foundationfor this kind of visualizations has been laid by (Sievert andShirley, 2014), (Zou and Hou, 2014), for example.These methods have been refined and applied in differ-

ent areas. A common application area is text data from so-cial networks (Liu and Jansson, 2017), (Stöckl et al., 2020),(Krstić et al., 2019). Another frequently considered area isdocuments from the health sector (Di Corso et al., 2019).We extend this research by investigating how topic mod-elling methods and visualizations can be used to find anddisplay trends. A similar goal was pursued by (Chen et al.,2017) with data from the medical field.
4. Methods

We base our work on the top2vec algorithm. top2vec isan unsupervised topic modelling approach based on wordand document embeddings. It automatically detects thetopics present in the text without the need to specify thenumber of clusters and generates jointly embedded topic,document and word vectors. top2vec assigns documentsto multiple clusters by match percentage, enabling thesubsequent analysis of documents in multiple topic con-texts.We extend top2vecs algorithm in two ways, to enableidentifying shifts in trends over time. First, we modifythe algorithm to consider the entire dataset in frames, e.g.subsets of the data, dependent on their creation time, andanalyze clusters via a sliding window approach. Slidingwindows are regularly used in data science to mine or learnsubsets of data, and in topic modelling have been previ-ously used to analyze topics by text lenght (He et al., 2017).Secondly we enable the option to add data to an alreadylearned topic model. This is primarily to consider addi-tional data sources at a later date, or to add new data tothe existing model, e.g. training it at one point and addinginformation for a month before retraining.Figure 2 shows the general approach of topic modelling,on the left, that most, if not all, topic modelling algorithmssuch as top2vec and BERTopic take (Angelov, 2020; Eggerand Yu, 2022). This entails the embedding of the entiresource data, then conducting a dimension reduction fromthe word (or concept) embeddings, after which an clus-tering algorithm identifies topics. Algorithms in this do-main tend to differ more in the final step, the derivationof topics. top2vec (second column in Figure 2) conductsa deduplication of overly similar topics, then derives thewords defining the topic, and finally assigns documentsto the topics.To enable mining trends in these topics we did notchange any of these steps, but rather extended the existingapproach (rightmost column in Figure 2). This may alsoallow us to apply this approach to other topic modellingalgorithms in the future, as the core concepts of the topicmodelling algorithms are not modified.
4.1. Detecting TrendsWith top2vec

To detect trends with top2vec, the data has to be orderedon a time axis, and split into frames along it (step "splitdata over timeframes" in Figure 2). As we analyze arXiv
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Figure 2. General approach of the incremental top2vec algorithm, to enable identification of changes in topics over time based on the dataset.

data, we use the date the source document was last modi-fied. We then create data frames along this timeline, in theconcept of a sliding window. This requires the choice oftwo variables. The increment size, and the frame size. Theincrement size determines how far the window is movedwith every increment. The frame size determines howmuch data is viewed per frame. As per usual in a slidingwindow approach, a single data point, i.e. document, canoccur in multiple frames.As an example, if one were to analyze documents from2014 to 2022, with an increment size of 1 month, and aframe size of 6 months, the first slide would entail all doc-uments from January 2014 to June 2014. The second slidewould entail all documents from February 2014 until July2014 and so on. Except for the first and last few slides, eachdocument is contained in 6 slices.After these frames are created, the clustering and topicmodelling parts of the top2vec algorithm (Clustering andDerive Topics steps in Figure 2) are run individually foreach frame, identifying topics individually over time.Finally we match these clusters via their centroids asdefined by top2vec in the UMAP space. top2vec will usuallygenerate between 2 and 100 clusters, primarily dependingon settings and the amount of documents provided. As thisis a fairly low amount of points to validate, we calculatethe distances between all points of frame A to all points offrame B in a brute-force approach and match the clustersbetween the frames by their minimal distance, in order ofsize (largest cluster first, down to smallest).Of course, each frame may have more or fewer clustersthan the preceding or following frame. In this case wecurrently assume that new topics have emerged, or thata topic has died out entirely. This, however, is a pointfor future work, as in reality topics often separate intonew groups, or merge because of their overlap. Modellingthis information in the future, is an interesting area of

research, as this could allow us to model the emergenceand interaction of different research domains based onarXiv in the future.The question arises, if the core assumption of each clus-ter being matched to another cluster by matching the mini-mal distance of centroids holds true, as there could be suchsevere skips in distance that an entirely new topic shouldbe assumed. At least in the arXiv data this does not occur,possibly because topic modelling on large data sets alwaysallows forming some sort of connex to another cluster overtime. Another possibility might be the nature of the doc-uments. As arXiv primarily hosts scientific information,which is based on a host of publications building upon eachother to extend the state of the art, no large leaps in topicsexist. This may be different for other domains in whichone might want to conduct topic analysis.Figure 3, shows how this extension of top2vec works,on a subsample of the arXiv data set. The darker colors inthe image represent older arXiv publications, with lightercolors representing newer publications. The large circlesshow the centroid of the cluster which moves from themiddle-right of the space, towards the lower right overtime. This is the core reason why we introduce our modifi-cations to top2vec between the dimension reduction, andclustering steps. Since all documents have been embeddedtogether, we can map each cluster over time in the samedimensional space, allowing us to present understandablevisualizations for decision support.
4.2. Adding Additional Data Points

Topic modelling algorithms are cost intensive, due to theembedding and clustering of thousands or millions of doc-uments. Since our method requires repeated clustering inaddition to this already extensive process, we also take intoconsideration how to handle smaller changes in the data
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Figure 3. Evolution of a single topic over time. Larger circles indicate the centroids, while the coloring of the dots indicates the age.

set. The purpose is to train the topic model on the entireavailable data, and then expand in monthly intervals.We use the existing capabilities of doc2vec and UMAPto add new data to an embedding. In this case doc2vecprovides the embedded information, that we add to UMAPfor dimension reduction, enabling the representation ofthe new data points within the existing framework. If thenew documents are not more than 10% of the data overall,we do not recalculate the clustering, but instead assignthe new data to existing clusters, in each frame, possiblyadding a new frame if the documents occur outside thecurrently existing frame. In case the datapoints exceed10% of the data overall, we recalculate the entire topicmodel, beginning from the embedding. This is anotherpoint for future improvement, as suggested by literatureoutlier analyis or other methods could be chosen to dy-namically make the decision to recalculate Hassani (2015,2019).
5. Results

The novel extension of top2vec with a sliding windowmechanism allows us to trace shifting trends in topicsover time. To enable use of this method for innovationmanagement, we model the following information in adecision support system:
• Trends of topics over time. I.e. Which topic is becom-

ing more prevalent, and which topic is becoming lessrelevant.• Word evolution, e.g. how the key topic words evolveover time.• Cluster connections, of key overlaps between the wordvectors of documents in different clusters.
For the trend of a topic over time (see bottom Figure 1),we simply use the amount of documents primarily as-signed to a cluster per time frame. In the future, we hopeto extend this approach with a more valuable metric. Inthe case of arXiv data, this may be the amount of timesa publication was cited, although this may result in tailend scarcity, as newer publications will have fewer cita-tions. Other domains may use the engagement factor ofweb-content, or other performance indicators.
To help give deciders an understanding of what a topiccluster is about, we provide an analysis of word vectorsin the clusters. Figure 5, shows the keywords per clusterover all time. For decision-making these words can also bevisualized in the embedding space over time (not shownas this is too convoluted without possibility of interaction).Corresponding flow diagrams (see Figure 4), allow theanalysis of a topic vector over time. Via the words makingup the cluster deciders can also gain an understanding ofmore subtle shifts in focus of a large research domain.
To visualize the overlap of clusters a sankey diagramshows the overlap of key information. In the case of Fig-



Figure 4. Evolution of key words in a cluster over time. Green lines indicate a word becoming more prevalent, red indicates it becoming less relevant.

ure 6 we have chosen to show the deciders the manuallylabelled categories from arXiv, as assigned by the uploader,on the left, to the topics identified by our incrementaltop2vec algorithm version on the right. Generally the doc-uments from a manual category are assigned to the sametopic, with only a few documents being assigned to others.Top2vec generally tends to identify fewer categories thanarx-iv provides, and is rather successful in categorizingsimilar categories together. In the figure, the blue cluster1 categorizes math related topics, the green cluster 2 sum-

marizes pyhsics related topics, the red cluster 3 primarilycontains astro physics, and the final yellow cluster fourcontains primarily high energy and nuclear physics.

6. Conclusion and Outlook

We show an approach to extend the topic modelling al-gorithm top2vec to enable tracing of topic trends by ex-tending the algorithm with a sliding window approach to

Figure 5. Key word embedding of words over all given clusters
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Figure 6. Overlap between different words in multiple clusters in the formof a sankey diagram.

cluster the embedded documents.Based on this method, we used visualization techniquesto create a decision support system for analyzing arXivdocuments to show trends in research topics over time,and also enabled analysis of the evolution of a topic overtime.In general, the presented approach can be used for anygiven domain, and is possibly extensible to other topicmodelling algorithms, as they all follow a similar logic(Egger and Yu, 2022). This could be used for example, tonot only model shifitng trends in science, but analyze largebodies of text in general. For example shifting topics innewspapers over time, or the evolution of social mediaplatforms could be traced this way. An interesting topic forfuture research would be to analyze the evolution of fakenews which has been on the rise lately Kalsnes (2018).The primary caveat of our approach is its run-time as itrequires repeated clustering, and topic / document match-ing as opposed to the base topic modelling approaches.Steps were taken to reduce this by allowing adding datawithout re-clustering.In the future we hope to improve our approach by usingperformance metrics, such as citation count of publica-tions, to calculate the rise and fall of trends as opposedto simply using the amount of publications over time. Inaddition, the approach could benefit from an additionalmatching when topics split into multiple topics, or whentopic domains begin to merge over time.
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